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Earth–Mars trajectories with low energy requirements that also limit the (transfer) time a crew spends in

interplanetary space are essential to the design of cost-effective, minimal-risk missions. We compute optimal �V
trajectories with constraints on the transfer time of flight for launch years 2009 through 2022.We further explore the

consequences of specifying different time of flight limits (from 120 to 270 days) for human missions to Mars. In

addition to conjunction class trajectories, we calculate free-return,Mars–Earth semicycler, Earth–Mars semicycler,

and cycler trajectories. The trades between powered and aeroassisted planetary capture for each trajectory type are

also examined. We find that as the number of flybys increase (i.e., free returns have one flyby, semicyclers may have

from two to four flybys, and cyclers have an unlimited number of flybys), the V1 increase, but the mission mass

decreases because less maneuvers are performed by the crew transfer vehicle. The energy requirements of the

trajectories decrease with increasing flight times, and the optimal�V is reduced by up to 50% when the flight time

limit is increased from theNASA-recommended 180 days, to 270 days. Our results are compiled into sets of plots that

describe the optimal, constrained time of flight trajectories for use in Mars mission studies.

I. Introduction

T HERE have been many investigations into the best way to
conduct human missions to Mars [1–20]. Typical mission

scenarios are either short duration (about 600 days with 30-dayMars
stay time) or long stay time (about 550 days with 900-day mission
duration). Opposition class trajectories [21–30] provide transfers for
short duration missions, whereas conjunction class trajectories
[26–37] are applicable to long stay time missions. (Mars is near
opposition at the midpoint of a short duration mission, and Mars
passes through conjunction in the middle of a long stay time
mission.) In addition to these direct transfers, amission toMars could
incorporate free-return trajectories [38–45],Mars–Earth semicyclers
[46,47], Earth–Mars semicyclers [48], or cyclers [49–54].

Two key issues with human spaceflight are the deleterious effects
of zero gravity and radiation. Consequently, the time of flight (TOF)
between Earth and Mars is often constrained to reduce the time the
crew must spend in interplanetary space. To examine the effects of
limiting TOF, we compute optimal �V trajectories (to reduce
mission cost) with constrained TOF (to reduce mission risk). We
consider a range of TOF from 120 to 270 days. Unfortunately,
trajectories between Earth and Mars with short TOF, short mission
duration, and low-energy requirements (low�V) do not exist; thus,
we do not include opposition class trajectories in our analysis.
Instead, assuming impulsive �V, we examine conjunction, free-
return, semicycler, and cycler trajectories. The effects of powered
versus aeroassisted planetary arrivals are also examined [55–58]. It is
assumed that one mission (to Mars and back) occurs once every
synodic period. Because Earth–Mars trajectories approximately
repeat every seven synodic periods (every 14.95 years), we consider
short TOF trajectories over a seven synodic-period cycle (for 2009–
2022 Earth departure years).

II. Trajectory Types

A. Conjunction Class

Conjunction class trajectories provide Earth–Mars transfers for
three mission scenarios: 1) direct [16], 2) semidirect [17], and
3) stopover [37]. In a direct mission everything (crew, transfer
vehicle, etc.) is launched from the Earth’s surface directly toward
Mars, where the crew and transfer vehicle land via aeroassisted direct
entry. After the 500-day Mars stay time everything is launched off
the surface of Mars and the crew returns to Earth using direct entry
(when the transfer vehicle is either landed or expended). The
semidirect scenario also begins with all mission components on
Earth’s surface, but atMars arrival the transfer vehicle is placed into a
parking orbit (either with a powered maneuver or aerocapture)
instead of landing on the surface. At Mars departure, the crew
rendezvouswith the transfer vehicle in orbit then returns to Earth. For
stopover missions, the crew begins on Earth, but the transfer vehicle
begins in Earth orbit (e.g., from a previousmission). After an in-orbit
rendezvous the crew and transfer vehicle leave for Mars, where the
crew lands and the transfer vehicle is placed in orbit. Following
another in-orbit rendezvous, the crew and transfer vehicle depart for
Earth, where the crew lands and the transfer vehicle is placed in Earth
orbit for reuse. (A summary of the mission scenarios and trajectories
is provided in Table 1.)

A sample mission using conjunction transfers is illustrated in
Fig. 1. This particular scenario begins on 26 September 2022
followed by a 180-day transit to Mars. [All subsequent trajectory
plots (Figs. 1–5) include an outbound transfer in 2022.] The Mars
stay time is 550 days, and the mission concludes on 24 March 2025
after a 180-day inbound transfer.

B. Free Return

Should any incident on the way to Mars preclude the crew from
landing (e.g., a propulsion system failure or an injury to a crew
member), a free-return trajectory would allow the crew to return to
Earth without any major maneuvering (i.e., zero deterministic �V).
These trajectories are constructed such that if there is no capture
maneuver at arrival, a gravity assist fromMarswill send the crew and
vehicle back to Earth. We examine free-return trajectories for direct,
semidirect, and stopover mission scenarios, though free returns may
be used (and are often incorporated) in semicycler and cycler
scenarios. There are three traditional types of Mars free-return
trajectories: 1) opposition/Venus flyby [45], 2) 2:1 Earth:spacecraft
resonance [43], and 3) 3:2 Earth:spacecraft resonance [43]. For
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constrained TOF and long durationmissions (on the order of 3 years)
the 3:2 resonance (which has a heliocentric orbit period of 1.5 years)
free return provides the lowest average�V of the three choices, thus
we choose to examine this type in more detail. (We note that the
Venus flyby free returns occasionally offer better performance than
the 3:2 resonance trajectories, but involve large variations in �V
over several synodic periods.)

An example 3:2 resonance free-return trajectory is presented in
Fig. 2. Because this trajectorywas constructedwhile constraining the
Earth–Mars TOF, it no longer adheres to the 3:2 resonance, but still
allows a return to Earth with no postlaunch �V. Although the free-
return abort is available, the nominal mission uses only the Earth–
Mars portion of the trajectory. The crew would stay on Mars for
about 550 days then take a short TOF inbound trajectory home
(e.g., the Mars–Earth transit in Fig. 1).

C. Mars–Earth Semicycler

A transfer vehicle on aMars–Earth semicycler trajectory begins at
Mars (ideally in a loose parking orbit), swings byEarth to drop off the
returning crew, reencounters Earth after orbiting the sun (sans crew),
then picks up the nextMars-bound crew and stays in orbit aboutMars
until the next transfer opportunity. Thus the trajectory sequence is
Mars–Earth–Earth–Mars (MEEM). The first trajectory maneuver
ejects the transfer vehicle from Mars orbit; no maneuver occurs at
Earth arrival (the crew employs aeroentry); a “taxi” vehicle launch
transports the crew from Earth to the transfer vehicle (hyperbolic
rendezvous); and either a propulsive maneuver or aerocapture
achieves Mars orbit insertion. Deep space maneuvers (DSMs) are
also often required to maintain the trajectory. We note that one
trajectory (the sequence MEEM) is used for both the outbound and
inbound transfers to reduce the number of required maneuvers

Fig. 1 Outbound and inbound conjunction class transfers.

Table 1 Summary of Earth–Mars mission scenarios

Architecture Earth encounter Mars encounter Schemata

Direct Surface Surface

Semidirect Surface Parking orbit

Stopover Parking orbit Parking orbit

M–E semicycler Flyby Parking orbit

E–M semicycler Parking orbit Flyby

Cycler Flyby Flyby

Fig. 2 Mars free-return trajectory with near 3:2 Earth:spacecraft

resonance from E1–E3.
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(and hence the number of �V). For example, only one Mars
departure maneuver is necessary when the trajectory incorporates
both transfers (i.e., Earth–Mars and Mars–Earth), whereas two
maneuvers are required when the outbound and inbound trajectories
are separate.

The total trajectory duration (from Mars launch to Mars arrival)
dictates the number of transfer vehicles required to provide one
mission per synodic period. For example, if the total interval is
between two and three synodic periods then three vehicles would be
required to provide short TOF outbound and inbound transfers each
synodic period. We examined two-vehicle [46] and three-vehicle
[47] trajectories and found the average�V to be comparable, and so
we choose the two-vehicle option to reduce cost. There are three
types of two-vehicle trajectories that can be distinguished by the
Earth–Earth transfer: 1) near 2:1 resonance, 2) near 2:3 resonance,
and 3) 1.5-year inclined transfer (with an extra Earth flyby). These
three trajectory types are depicted in Fig. 3. The first leg (Mars–
Earth) of the trajectory provides the return trip for amission launched
in the previous synodic period. (In the case of Fig. 3 the trajectories
begin in 2020, supplying the return for a mission launched from
Earth in 2018.) After the Earth–Earth transfer, a new mission begins
with a crew transfer to Mars on the final leg of the trajectory (for the
2022 outbound opportunity). We find that the near 2:1 resonance

type provides the lowest �V Mars–Earth semicycler when Mars is
near perihelion (during the 2018–2022 Earth–Mars opportunities);
the near 2:3 resonance type is most effective when Mars is near
aphelion; and the 1.5-year type is best for the longer TOF transfers
(when TOF > 230 days). Though the 2:3 resonance type has a
perihelion well within Venus’s orbit (see Fig. 3b), the crew will not
be on the transfer vehicle at this point, and so they are not exposed to
the radiation associated with this portion of the trajectory.

D. Earth–Mars Semicycler

This trajectory is the opposite of the Mars–Earth semicycler;
instead of MEEM, the sequence is EMME. The maneuver sequence
is thus: transfer vehicle Earth-orbit departure, crew aeroentry at
Mars, crew taxi launch and hyperbolic rendezvous with the transfer
vehicle at Mars, then propulsive or aerocapture Earth arrival.
Additional transfer vehicle DSMs are usually necessary.We identify
two classes of Earth–Mars semicyclers: 1) three-vehicle (in which
the trajectory duration is between two and three synodic periods) and
2) four-vehicle (in which the total duration is between three and four
synodic periods) [48]. One version of a three-vehicle trajectory is
based on the trajectory of Chen et al. [53], which has a short TOF
Earth–Mars transfer followed by a 2:3 resonance orbit withMars and
ends with a short TOF transfer back to Earth. The other three-vehicle
trajectory begins with a 2:1 resonance free-return trajectory (with
short Earth–Mars TOF), followed by an Earth gravity assist that
places the spacecraft into a half-year inclined transfer and endswith a
2:1 resonance free return (with short Mars–Earth TOF). (This flyby
sequence is EMEEME.) We also examined two versions of four-
vehicle Earth–Mars semicyclers. The first version employs a short
Earth–Mars leg, then a near 3:4Mars resonance orbit, followed by a
short Mars–Earth transfer (as in Fig. 4a). The second version begins
with a 3:2 resonance free-return trajectory (with short Earth–Mars
TOF), followed by a 1:1 resonance with Earth and ends with a 3:2
resonance free return that provides a short TOF transfer fromMars to
Earth (as in Fig. 4b). Thus, these semicyclers are either constructed
from a resonant Mars orbit bounded by short TOF legs, or from two
free returns (one outbound, one inbound) connected by an Earth–
Earth transfer.

We propose these four-vehicle trajectories for Earth–Mars
semicycler missions because the �V requirements (which correlate
to mass and cost) are significantly lower than the three-vehicle �V.
(Thus four relatively small propulsion systems are chosen over three
large ones.) The free-return semicycler is most effective for short

Fig. 3 Mars–Earth semicyclers.

Fig. 4 Earth–Mars semicyclers.

Fig. 5 Outbound cycler trajectory with E1–E3 near 3:2 resonance and
E3–E4 near 1.5 year transfer.
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transfers (when TOF < 150 days) and when Mars is near aphelion
(during the 2009 and 2022 outbound opportunities), whereas the near
3:4 resonance semicycler is best for longer TOF transfers. Figure 4
presents an example of both four-vehicle trajectory versions.

E. Cycler

Cycler trajectories regularly encounter Earth andMars, but do not
stop at either planet (i.e., they continue in orbit about the sun
indefinitely). The essential maneuvers in a cycler mission are crew
taxi launches at Mars and Earth to rendezvous with the transfer
vehicle plus anyDSMs required tomaintain the cycler orbit. Because
the crew lands via direct entry and the transfer vehicle never enters a
parking orbit, there is no �V cost for planetary arrivals. We
examined two-vehicle [51], three-vehicle [53], and four-vehicle
cyclers [52,54] and we found the latter to require the least �V,
which makes four-vehicle cyclers attractive for use in Mars
missions. (Again, the initial investment of launching extra vehicles
subsequently results in lower mass missions.) An example
outbound cycler trajectory is given in Fig. 5, where we note that
the cycle is a repetition of the sequence Earth–Mars–Earth (so we
have EME EME . . .). There is also a corresponding inbound cycler,
which provides short TOF Mars–Earth transfers.

III. Trajectory Models

We model the heliocentric trajectories as point-to-point conics
with instantaneous V1 rotations at planetary encounters. The
minimum allowable flyby altitude at Earth andMars is 300 km.Deep
space maneuvers are also modeled as instantaneous changes in the
heliocentric velocity. We do not allow maneuvers within the sphere
of influence of a flyby planet because of the operational difficulty in
achieving an accurate �V during a gravity assist. We assume that
planetary departure and arrival maneuvers occur at 300 km above the
planet’s surface, thus the �V for escape or capture is

�V �
���������������������������
V21 � 2�=rp

q
�

��������������
2�=rp

q
(1)

where � is the gravitational parameter of the planet and rp is the
periapsis radius of the escape or capture hyperbola (in this case
300 km above the surface radius). Although Eq. (1) explicitly
provides the �V to achieve a V1 magnitude from a parabola, this
�V is sufficient to optimize interplanetary transfers that begin on the
surface or in a parking orbit. The difference between the true�V and
the value fromEq. (1) is found by subtracting the launch trajectory or
parking orbit velocity at rp from the periapsis velocity of the
parabola. Because this difference is independent of the interplanetary
transfer (both the parking orbit and the parabola are planetocentric
trajectories), it does not affect the outcome of the optimal trajectory.
(In other words, the difference is merely a constant bias.)

The sequence of maneuvers included in the optimal �V
calculation is summarized in Table 2 for each trajectory type. If the
crew taxi, transfer vehicle (TV), or both vehicles perform amaneuver
(when the maneuvers are required is provided in Table 2), the
weighting on the corresponding �V is unity, and if no maneuver is
performed then the weighting is zero. Throughout this paper we
assume the semicycler or cycler transfer vehicle is already in a
parking orbit or on an interplanetary trajectory; thus, we ignore the
initial transfer vehicle launch cost for these trajectories. Most
semicycler and cycler assessments do not include taxi�V in the cost

function, which often results in ballistic trajectories (with no DSMs).
Balancing the taxi�V against the TV�V (as in Table 2), however,
usually leads to nonzero DSMs and lower V1. Although these
relative weightings (one or zero) do not explicitly minimize mission
mass or cost, the resulting trajectories are representative of those that
result frommore detailed analyses (e.g., one that includes the relative
vehicle masses). A key benefit of our weighting system is that we
only rely on natural parameters (planetary orbits and masses) for
computations, yet we retain trajectory features (i.e., low V1 and low
�V) that are essential for effective integrated mission design.

We use a sequential quadratic programming algorithm [59] to
compute minimum-�V trajectories with bounded TOF. (The
departure and arrival dates may vary, but the TOF between them is
less than or equal to the bound.) Similar methods have been used in
the optimization of the Galileo trajectory to and at Jupiter and the
Cassini trajectory to Saturn [60,61]. We optimize Earth–Mars
trajectories so that the total �V over the entire 15-year cycle is
minimized (as opposed to, say,minimizing themaximum�V during
the cycle). Though the arrival V1 for aerocapture is often limited
(e.g., below 9 km=s at Earth [56] and below 7 km=s at Mars [57]),
we did not constrain the V1; in this way we analyze the lowest
possible �V trajectories. We decide if and when to incorporate
additional DSMs for impulsive transfers via Lawden’s primer vector
analysis [62,63]. For each trajectory type, we initially optimized the
long TOF (270-day) trajectory for the 2009 outbound opportunity.
The 270-day TOF trajectory served as the initial guess for the 260-
day TOF trajectory, and so on (by 10-day intervals) until the 120-day
TOF transfer was optimized. The whole process was then repeated
for the subsequent synodic periods up to the 2022 outbound
opportunity. In the case of cyclers, multiple synodic periods were
optimized together because the trajectory is continuous. We
employed a similar process from 120 to 270-day TOF (and
vice versa) to optimize the semicycler and cycler trajectories.

IV. Results

The optimal�V for a given TOF fluctuates significantly over the
seven-synodic-period cycle (about 15 years) due to the eccentricity
and inclination of Mars’s orbit. Usually, the largest-�V missions
occur whenMars is near aphelion (during the 2009 opportunity), and
the smallest-�V missions occur when Mars is near perihelion
(during the 2016 opportunity). For a given TOF, the maximum-�V
mission corresponds to the smallest Mars payload mass, while the
minimum-�V mission provides an opportunity to send the most
payload to Mars. Alternatively, the maximum-�V mission is
correlated to the longest TOF necessary to land a given payload at
Mars, while the minimum-�V opportunity sets the lower bound on
TOF over the synodic cycle. Because the mission requirements vary
significantly over the 15-year cycle, it is necessary to calculate
trajectory data for each of the seven launch opportunities (2009–
2022) to derive average and maximum values. The average values
provide an estimate of the mission cost over several synodic periods,
whereas the maximum trajectory values set an upper bound for the
design of mission components. For example, the maximum Earth
departure V1 would size the launch vehicle upper stage, and the
maximumMars arrival V1 would size the heat shield or propulsive-
capture system at Mars. We note that the maximum trajectory
requirements do not occur during the same launch opportunity; thus
they are better suited to the design ofmission components rather than
an analysis of comprehensive mission scenarios.

Table 2 Required taxi and transfer vehicle maneuvers for each trajectory type

Trajectory Earth departure �V Mars arrival �V Mars departure �V Earth arrival �V DSM

Conjunction Taxi & TV TVa or neitherb Taxi & TV TVa or neitherb Neither
Free return Taxi & TV TV or neitherb N/A N/A Neither
M–E semicyclerc Taxi TVa or neitherb Taxi & TV Neither TV
E–M semicyclerc Taxi & TV Neither Taxi TVa or neitherb TV
Cyclerc Taxi Neither Taxi Neither TV

aPowered capture. bAeroassisted capture. cThe one-time transfer vehicle launch �V is ignored.
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The key mission parameters include the optimal total �V, the
arrival and departure V1 at Earth and at Mars, the DSM �V, the
Mars stay time, and the total mission duration. These eight
parameters are plotted as functions of the maximum allowable TOF
in Figs. 6–8 (which provide average performance) and in Figs. 9–11
(which provide maximum values). These average and maximum
values are derived from the Earth–Mars trajectories that span the
seven launch opportunities between 2009 and 2022 (where details
are provided in [64]).We compute the root-mean square of theV1 in
Fig. 8 because it leads to a better estimate of the average mission�V
than the V1 mean. There is an ambiguity in how to charge the DSM
�V in semicycler and cycler trajectories because these trajectories
span multiple synodic periods (e.g., an Earth–Mars semicycler
starting in 2009 flies by Mars twice and returns to Earth in 2016,
spanning three synodic periods). To resolve this ambiguity, we
allocate the Earth–Mars semicycler DSM �V to the mission on
which the Earth–Mars leg begins, and the Mars–-Earth semicycler
DSM �V is charged to the mission on which the Mars–Earth leg
concludes. (Thus anyDSMs that occur between 2009 and 2016 for an
Earth–Mars semicycler are charged to the 2009 mission.) In the case
of cyclers, we resolve the ambiguity as follows: any cycler DSMs
that occur between the Earth encounters that precede or follow a crew
transfer leg (Earth–Mars or Mars–Earth) are allocated to that
mission.

The thin black lines and the thick gray lines in Figs. 6–11 denote
the powered or aeroassisted capture option in Table 2, respectively.
In our formulation, powered arrivals are not necessary for cycler
missions; thus, there is no distinction between aeroassisted and
powered cycler trajectories. A sharp jump (a vertical line) in the data
indicates a change in trajectory type. For example, the jump in �V
from 3 to 4 km=s at 190 days TOF for the aeroassisted Earth–Mars
semicyclers in Fig. 9a is a result of the optimal outbound trajectory
switching from the near 4:3 resonance version (Fig. 4a) to the free-
return version (Fig. 4b) in 2009 (as also shown in [64], Fig. 15a).

A horizontal line indicates that the optimal trajectory is no longer
constrained by the TOF bound (e.g., TOF� 220 through 270 days
for powered free returns in Fig. 9a) and the optimal TOF is below the
constrained limit.

Although the total�V is the key factor for optimization, the other
trajectory parameters provide additional insight for analyzing Mars
mission scenarios.

As an example, we examine the average cycler mission with the
TOF constrained below 210 days. For cycler missions the escape
energy required by the crew taxi to rendezvous with the cycling
transfer vehicle depends on the departure V1 [5:0 km=s at Earth
(Fig. 8a) and 3:3 km=s at Mars (Fig. 8c)]. The arrival V1 [5:8 km=s
atMars (Fig. 8b) and 5:8 km=s at Earth (Fig. 8d)] size the heat shield
that decelerates the taxi to a safe surface landing. The DSM �V
[0:78 km=s (Fig. 6b)] indicates the propulsion system requirements
of the transfer vehicle. Finally, the Mars stay time [560 days
(Fig. 7a)] provides a time allotment for surface exploration, and the

Fig. 6 Average �V over 15-year cycle.

Fig. 7 Average stay time and mission time over 15-year cycle.

Fig. 8 Root-mean square V1 over 15-year cycle.

Fig. 9 Maximum �V over 15-year cycle.
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mission duration [915 days (Fig. 7b)] determines the time that the
crew spends away fromEarth and the amount of consumables needed
to sustain them. Similarly, other mission scenarios may be examined
by applying the corresponding trajectory data in Figs. 6–11.

The variation in total�V (e.g., Fig. 6a) among the trajectory types
is mainly attributed to the different number of maneuvers in the cost
function (summarized in Table 2). For example, powered-capture
conjunction trajectories have four maneuvers in the �V calculation
(Earth departure, Mars arrival, Mars departure, and Earth arrival),
whereas aeroassisted capture conjunction trajectories include only
two maneuvers (Earth departure and Mars departure). In fact, all of
the aeroassisted capture trajectories share the same cost function
(Earth and Mars departure plus DSM �V). Usually, the �V-rank
order (from lowest to highest) is conjunction, free-return, Earth–
Mars semicycler, Mars–Earth semicycler, and finally cycler.

The powered-capture conjunction and free-return trajectories also
share identical cost functions and their�V are nearly identical except
during the 2014 (for TOF above 180 days), 2016, and 2018 (for TOF

below 200 days) launch opportunities [64]. The key reason for the
difference in �V (between conjunction and free-return trajectories)
is that theMars-flybyV1 must be relatively high to complete the free
return to Earth (with no DSMs). In fact, during the 2016 launch
opportunity the V1 is never below 7:5 km=s. To account for the
higher Mars V1, the Earth departure V1 are usually lower for free
returns than for conjunction trajectories. On the other hand,
aeroassisted trajectories do not include the arrivalV1 in the�V-cost
function, and the conjunction and free-return average�V is within a
few percent, especially when the TOF is greater than 150 days. As a
result, incorporating the free-return abort option in a human mission
to Mars with direct aeroentry does not change the�V requirements
significantly, yet reduces the risk to the crew. Themain disadvantage
of these free-return trajectories is that, in the event of abort, the crew
does not return to Earth until after 1080 days, that is, 3 years (on
average) instead of the 930-day nominal mission duration.

In comparison to the other trajectory types, optimal Mars–Earth
semicyclers tend to have higher Earth V1 and lower Mars V1,
whereas the V1 of Earth–Mars semicyclers are closer to the
conjunction counterparts (within 10% on average). The cycler Earth
departure V1 are usually much larger (around 40% greater) than the
conjunction case, but the Mars departure V1 are often much lower
(only 5% above the conjunction V1), primarily because of DSMs
that precede the Mars flyby. Because the cycler-arrival V1 do not
vary as a function of TOF as much as the conjunction trajectories do,
the arrival V1 for cyclers are significantly lower (by about 20%) for
short TOF and are much higher (by about 30%) for long TOF when
compared to the conjunction V1. Often, the Earth–Mars semicycler
DSM �V are larger than the Mars–Earth semicycler DSM �V for
short TOF, and are slightly lower for long-TOF trajectories. The
cycler DSM�V are significantly larger than (i.e., at least double) the
DSM�V of semicyclers. We note that there are ballistic (i.e., DSM
�V � 0) versions of the semicycler and cycler trajectories, but the
inclusion of V1 in the cost function results in nonzero DSMs to
minimize the total�V. TheMars stay time and totalmission duration
do not vary significantly among the trajectory types (for a given
transfer TOF) with the exception of Mars–Earth semicyclers, which
have notably lower stay times and mission durations for low to
moderate TOF and havemission durations in excess of 1000 days for
TOF above 240 days during the 2016 and 2020 launch opportunities.
Also, cyclers tend to have slightly longer stay times (an average of
50 days longer) than the other optimized trajectories.

The fundamental advantage of aeroassisted capture is that a heat
shield is often considerably less massive than the propellant required
to decelerate a vehicle at planetary arrival. As a result, less massmust
be launched from Earth, which ultimately reduces mission cost. A
secondary benefit of direct entry or aerocapture is that the departure
V1 is reduced significantly below the powered-capture case (at the
expense of higher arrival V1). For example, conjunction and free-
return departure V1 for aeroassisted trajectories range from about
20% (for short TOF) to 10% (for long TOF) below the powered-
capture V1 at either Earth or Mars. However, this benefit becomes
less pronounced for short TOF trajectories if arrival-V1 limits are
required (to satisfy entry guidance and heating constraints), but the
combination of negligible propellant cost at arrival and reduced
departure energy still provides a distinct advantage over powered-
capture missions. The V1 reduction is not as prominent for
semicycler trajectories, which always have at least one aeroassisted
arrival. (Mars–Earth semicyclers employ direct entry at Earth and
Earth–Mars semicyclers employ direct entry atMars.) As a result, the
Mars departure V1 for Mars–Earth semicyclers and the Earth
departure V1 for Earth–Mars semicyclers do not change
significantly between aeroassisted and powered-capture trajectories.
There is a notable difference on the other short TOF transfer, where
the Earth departure V1 for Mars–Earth semicyclers is reduced by
10% (on average) and the Mars departure V1 for Earth–Mars
semicyclers decreases by 10–20% when comparing the aeroassisted
to the powered-capture trajectories.

As expected, the optimal �V and V1 decrease as the TOF upper
limit is increased, and the stay time decreases and the mission
duration increases as the TOF becomes larger. We note that the

Fig. 10 Maximum stay time and mission time over 15-year cycle.

Fig. 11 Maximum V1 over 15-year cycle.
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�V increases dramatically for short TOF trajectories. For example,
the�V for most trajectories doubles from 270-day TOF to 150-day
TOF, then triples (with respect to 270-day TOF) at TOF of only
130 days. Notable exceptions include conjunction and Earth–Mars
semicycler powered-capture trajectories, which double around 180-
day TOF and triple at 150-day TOF for the maximum-�V transfers.
Consequently, the same amount of �V is saved by extending the
TOF by 20 days from 130- to 150-day TOF as is saved by allowing
the TOF to increase by 120 days from 150- to 270-day TOF, on
average.

Further, when the maximumTOF is extended from 180 days up to
270 days, the relative �V savings range from 15–45% for average
missions, and up to 65% of the �V is eliminated for the maximum-
�V missions (which are usually during the 2009 or 2022 launch
opportunities). Alternatively, the absolute reduction in �V (from
180- to 270-day TOF) is around 1:5 km=s for powered capture and
0:75 km=s for aeroassisted capture, with up to 4 km=s reduction in
the maximum�V. Also, the average�V reduction is 10–20%when
the TOF is extended by only 30 days from 180 to 210 days, which
translates to an absolute�V savings of around 1 km=s for powered-
capture and 0:4 km=s for aeroassisted trajectories with up to a
2 km=s reduction in themaximum�V.We note that the�V savings
is usually much less during opportunities when Mars is near
perihelion (namely, 2016–2018).

The maximum departure V1 for aeroassisted conjunction
trajectories (Fig. 11a for Earth and Fig. 11c for Mars) establish a
lower bound on the V1 required to reach Mars from Earth
(or vice versa) for every launch opportunity. For example, the
maximum Earth departure V1 for 180-day TOF is 4:5 km=s. If an
upper stage for Mars missions only provides an excess velocity of
4:3 km=s for a given payload, then the nominalmission is not always
available; either the payload must be reduced or the TOF must be
extended (at the expense of some additional shielding or structure
mass for artificial gravity) during the more demanding launch years
(in this case 2009 and 2022). Similar lower bounds may be
determined for any desired TOF between 120 and 270 days using the
aeroassisted conjunction-trajectory curves in Fig. 11.

Though semicycler and cycler trajectories typically require higher
V1 and higher �V than conjunction trajectories, the mass
requirements (e.g., initial mass in low-Earth orbit or total propellant
mass) for semicycler and cycler missions are usually lower because
the relatively massive transfer vehicle (which contains radiation
shielding, interplanetary life-support systems, crew accommoda-
tions, etc.) performs fewer maneuvers [20]. (Again, we ignore the
one-time cost of launching a semicycler or cycler transfer vehicle.)
For example, direct, semidirect, and stopover missions (which are
summarized in Table 1) are constructed so that the transfer vehicle
performs between two to four maneuvers (as given in Table 2),
whereas semicycling transfer vehicles perform two to three
maneuvers and cycler vehicles perform only one. [The transfer
vehicle requirements are even less for ballistic (DSM �V � 0)
trajectories.] In essence, more of the mission �V is executed by the
crew taxis in semicycler and cycler missions than with missions that
incorporate conjunction trajectories. As a result, less dry mass (from
the transfer vehicle) and less propellantmass (from the elimination of
maneuvers) is launched from Earth or Mars, and smaller (or fewer)
launch vehicles and upper stages are required to complete the
mission. The net mass savings depends on several design factors
(such as themass ratio of the crew transfer vehicle to the taxi), but the
data compiled in Figs. 6–11 and in [64] provide the basic trajectory
characteristics necessary for mission analyses and trade studies.

V. Conclusions

To further explore the available options for human missions to
Mars, we have calculated theminimum-�V conjunction, free-return,
Mars–Earth semicycler, Earth–Mars semicycler, and cycler
trajectories with the stipulation that each trajectory must provide a
short TOF transfer (from 120 to 270 days) from Earth to Mars and
back. All seven launch opportunities during the 2009–2022 synodic-
period cycle are included in our analysis. The 2009 and 2022 launch

opportunities (when Mars is near aphelion) require the most �V,
whereas the 2016 and 2018 launch years (when Mars is near
perihelion) often provide the lowest �V transfers. Among the five
trajectory types, the rank order in terms of V1 and�V requirements
(from lowest to highest) is conjunction, free-return, Earth–Mars
semicycler, Mars–Earth semicycler, and cycler. Because the�V for
free-return trajectories are usually similar to the conjunction
trajectory�V, this additional safety featuremay be incorporated into
Mars missions at relatively little cost. In the free-return case, the total
mission time is similar to the conjunction-trajectory mission time,
but in the event of abort the crew must remain in space for up to
3 years. We also find that aeroassisted trajectories require
significantly lower departure V1 and higher arrival V1 when
compared to powered-capture trajectories.

Though themost efficient way to guard a crew from the hazards of
radiation and zero gravity during a Mars mission is still unresolved,
additional prophylactics such as artificial gravity or radiation
shielding could replace propellant mass (through the reduction of
�V) by extending the TOF beyond six months. For example, at the
expense of one month of additional TOF (to 210 days), the �V is
reduced by 10–20% on average or up to about 2 km=s of �V,
whereas a three-month extension to 270 days results in an average
savings of 15–45% with up to 4 km=s of �V eliminated from the
mission. Similar trades in TOFmay be performed among the various
Earth–Mars trajectory options, which have been compiled for the
first time with respect to a maximum allowable flight time.

These optimal trajectory characteristics are particularly useful for
preliminary design studies of impulsive missions to Mars, but are
inadequate to design missions that incorporate low-thrust
technology. The slow acceleration and extended burn time with
low-thrust propulsion result in trajectories that are distinct from their
impulsive counterparts, requiring a different optimization process for
low-thrust transfers. We explore some distinguishing characteristics
of low-thrust trajectories for the human exploration ofMars in Part 2.
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